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For fans of the Sir Cumference series with coordinate geometry on their mind, here is the
seventh installment in this fun look at math and language.While riding through the forests of
Angleland, cousins Per and Radius realize they are lost and are desperate for a map to guide
them home. Soon they come across a mysterious house in the hills. Inside they find a map to a
treasure belonging to Xaxon Yellowbearyd, the fiercest Viking warrior of his time. Per and Radius
must decode the strange numbered grid on the map, while trying to steer clear of the pack of
bungling bandits who are on their tail. Will they find the treasure in time?Cindy Neuschwander
delivers yet another intriguing math adventure featuring the well-known characters of Angleland.
Readers will enjoy following Per and Radius in their quest while learning how coordinate
geometry relates to everyday life. Wayne Geehan’s beautiful illustrations offer a bit of comic
relief, while also clearly demonstrating the concepts explored in the story.

About the AuthorCindy Neuschwander is an elementary school teacher who loves teaching
math. She also enjoys traveling, reading, and writing stories. She thought up Sir Cumference
while visiting medieval castles in England. Cindy lives in Pleasanton, California.Excerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.“We’re well and truly lost,” Per said to her cousin,
Radius. “How I wish we had a map.” They were riding through a forest in the late afternoon.
“Maps of Angleland are as rare as dogs with wings,” replied Radius. “Maybe we’ll be able to see
where we are at the top of that rise.” Together the two cousins rode up the hill. “What
a view!” exclaimed Per. The landscape below them lay divided into four sections. A road ran
across the countryside horizontally, while a river wound through the area vertically. “Hmm.
Nothing looks familiar,” observed Radius. “And we’re running out of daylight. Let’s camp on that
knoll tonight. The grass there looks thick and soft.”
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Meg, “Great series. Kids will love math.”

Dublin mom, “My boys love these books!. Both of my sons have enjoyed the Sir Cumference
books. The stories are entertaining and they introduce various topics in math: shapes, angles,
geometry, measurement, multiplication, patterning and place value. The Viking's Map follows
the adventures of Per and Radius as they try to decode Xaxon Yellowbearyd's map to find the
treasure. Chased by bandits, they struggle to understand the grid locations on their map. A fun
introduction to graphing, the story makes learning fun.”

Scmx, “good series for my 8yo. The Sir Cumference books are great for kids interested in math.
My 8yo son, who loves math, devours these, though my 8yo daughter who is not interested in
math, finds these uninteresting as well. But they teach concepts in a really great, fun way.”

Deborah C., “Creative and Fun!. My 5 year old grandson loves these books. Creative use of
words for math terms even makes them fun to read to him for this 'math phobic' grandma. The
stories are cute and he doesn't realize it yet but he'll be hearing those math terms later in school.
The author had a very good idea here.”

Shonna, “Gift. Gift”

Busy book lover, “Another hit. All of the Sir Cumference books are a huge hit with our 6 year old.
She trades her baby teeth (when they fall out) to her father for these books, rather than having a
tooth fairy come to collect!”

Karen G., “Another winner. Good, clear explanation of math in a fun story. Recommended for
elementary school aged children.  I'm a former elementary and preschool teacher and principal.”

L. M. M. Mohammed-irvine, “Four Stars. The children enjoyed it but not sure how fixed
circumference is fixed as a concept just yet!”

Jo, “Educational books. Great book to add to my picture books with a math theme.”

The book by Lynette Eason has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 141 people have provided feedback.
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